
The Game 1201 

Chapter 1201 540-Wishful Thinking! The Hero's Downfall!_3 

For convenience's sake, the security checks at the train station had been upgraded. Now, they were 

even using face recognition equipment. 

The moment people got close, their identity information could be identified immediately, allowing the 

flow of people to pass through quickly. 

Suddenly, there was a loud noise. 

Then, a man wearing a hat appeared. 

The man lowered his head, and the people around him were so scared that they moved away from him. 

Their faces were full of disdain, even contempt, and discussion. 

The man's body was severely burned, or rather, 90% of his body was burned. His face looked disgusting 

and terrifying, just like a monster. 

It wasn't surprising for the crowd to distance themselves from such a person. 

"Waa, wuwuwu!" A little girl was so frightened that she started crying. 

This scene made the little girl's mother a little angry. She said to the man, " what monster? don't come 

out in the middle of the day to scare people. What the hell is this? " 

when liu zhendong heard this, he felt as if his heart had been stabbed. 

He could understand that the child was afraid of him, but the child did not know anything. 

However, his mother's words made him feel as if something was stuck in his heart, and the corners of 

his eyes turned sour. 

The people around them seemed to have seen the little girl cry and felt a sense of justice, so they also 

spoke up, " 

yeah, then we shouldn't come out in the day. We'll scare the child. 

"isn't it scarier to come out at night?" 

"Sigh, if you make me like this, I'll just lock myself at home and not go out." 

Liu Zhendong's heart felt even worse. 

he had indeed locked himself up all this time. 

He didn't want to scare anyone. If it wasn't for something important, he wouldn't have come out. 

He hurriedly walked past the security check. 

The security checks now required facial recognition. As he approached, the machine rang a prompt: 

Face Recognition failed. Please re-recognize! 
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liu zhendong was a little anxious. he hurriedly placed a few positions and all of them had the same 

prompt: 

Face Recognition failed. Please re-recognize! 

" Face Recognition failed. please proceed with central recognition! " 

"……" 

It was obvious that the machine would not be able to identify the degree of his burn. This made the 

people in the queue at the back less annoyed. Some people even urged, " 

hurry up. If you can't recognize it, move away. Don't you know your own situation? " 

"If you don't like the machines, then don't take this car." 

that's right. What Car? you're going to scare people again. 

"……" 

when liu zhendong heard this, he looked at the staff member beside him with an ugly expression. 

The staff member was still somewhat responsible. He immediately said to Liu Zhendong, " "Sir, you can 

show us your id or work ID. We can help you deal with it." 

Liu Zhendong immediately took out his ID card, work ID, and a disability certificate and handed them to 

the staff member. 

The staff member took the ID card and two documents and was stunned. 

The work permit was actually a firefighter's pass. Was this seriously burned person in front of him a 

firefighter? 

Did the other party become like this during a mission to get rid of others and for the safety of people's 

property and lives? 

Liu Zhendong's head was still lowered. 

The sounds around him made him want to run away immediately. 

He really didn't want to scare people by going out, but tomorrow was really their death anniversary. 

At that time, the seven of them had sacrificed their lives to save the fire and the children. He was lucky 

enough to survive. 

therefore, he had to visit them on their death anniversary. otherwise, he really didn't want to come out, 

even if he had to stay in the small logistics warehouse for the whole day. 

He didn't want to scare others. 

He really didn't want to. 

Chapter 1202 Isn't This A Joke? _1 

Liu Zhendong thought about it as he tried his best to suppress the pain. 
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Due to the severe burns, the muscle tissues on his face were damaged, and even his expression was not 

in place. When he felt uncomfortable, he looked even uglier and more terrifying. 

Therefore, it had already become a habit of his to endure the pain. 

after surviving that disaster, this was the daily life he faced. 

To be honest, he really wished that he could leave with his comrades at that time. At least it wouldn't be 

so painful. 

Even so, he really did not regret saving the fire with his comrades, because it was his responsibility and 

his mission. 

Even though he had ended up like this, he did not regret it for a moment. 

The staff didn't dare to waste any more time as they quickly helped Liu Zhendong through the security 

check. 

Liu Zhendong also managed to escape the security check. 

When the tourists saw this, they spoke again, " 

"Really, he's finally gone." 

"fortunately, the child wasn't frightened by him." 

"What a waste of time." 

"……" 

When the staff member heard these people's words, he subconsciously glared at them and then sighed 

silently. 

Social development and moral decay were sometimes just for show. 

Even he himself felt uncomfortable when he saw the fire hero's appearance. 

Liu Zhendong quickly got on the train. 

in the car, he lowered his hat even more and sat in the corner without moving. when he arrived, he got 

out of the car and went to visit his comrade's grave. 

it wasn't a good day for him. he spent a long time and was despised a lot before he returned to his home 

and hid in his rented apartment. 

that's right, he didn't even go back to his own home. 

That was because he didn't want his parents to look at him all the time. His parents 'concern and 

unbearable gazes would make him collapse. 

Just as Liu Zhendong was about to break down in his room, the doorbell kept ringing. He had no choice 

but to get up and open the door. 

There were a few people outside the door. 



He even knew one of them, Lu Hong, the Deputy Chief of the fire department. 

"Liu Zhendong, you've finally opened the door." When Lu Hong saw Liu Zhendong, he immediately 

introduced the people around him, " "liu zhendong, these are our comrades from the chinese people's 

hospital. they have good news for you." 

"Hua * Yuan? Good news?" Liu Zhendong's face was filled with confusion. 

One of the people from Hua hospital immediately explained, " comrade Liu Zhendong, our Hua hospital 

has a new kind of ointment. There is a chance that it can treat the burns on your body. Although we 

can't make any promises to you right now, your situation will definitely be better than what you are 

doing now. 

These words provoked Liu Zhendong, and his eyes revealed a look of disbelief. 

He looked at Lu Hong expectantly, seeking the truth. He wanted to know if this was true or false. 

He knew about the Chinese Academy of Sciences, which was the highest level of scientific research 

institution in the country. 

This institution was almost the top scientific institution in the country. When they said that they had a 

way to find out about his burn injury, how could he not be excited? his heart was already in turmoil. 

It was true. In the days when he was injured, he sometimes even thought of dying. 

Moreover, it wasn't the first time that he had requested to go on a new mission. He wanted to go on the 

most dangerous kind of mission. If he was lucky enough to go with those battles, that might be a kind of 

happiness. 

It was just that the Bureau had never agreed to this request, and they no longer allowed him to 

participate in the operation. 

lu hong immediately said excitedly, " liu zhendong, it's true. the huaxia hospital's documents have been 

sent to the bureau. this is great news for you. you must cooperate with them. " 

He was just as happy. 

liu zhendong's incident was a knot in everyone's heart in the police station. how could they allow that? 

the police station was really willing to fork out the money to completely cure him. 

however, there was really no medical technology that could help him now. 

Even if it was a skin transplant, the internal tissues had to be undamaged for the new skin to grow and 

recover. 

However, Liu Zhendong really had no other choice. Not only was the surface area of the burn large, but 

the tissue damage was also serious. 

"Alright, I'll cooperate." liu zhendong's voice trembled after he confirmed the news. 

He wasn't sure if he could be cured, but this was a ray of hope. 

for him, any trace of hope could drag him out of the darkness. 



He really wanted to crawl out of this dark abyss. 

After that. 

Liu Dongzhen went to the fire station with the people from the Chinese hospital. He filled out some 

documents and filed them in the Bureau, then followed them to Jing. 

When they arrived in Beijing, Liu Zhendong was arranged to be admitted to a hospital. 

The hospital was isolated in an independent area, and it was obvious that the clinical treatment was 

highly confidential. 

In this area, he saw a few people who were also burned like him, but the degree of the burn was not as 

serious as his. Moreover, there were many people who were seriously injured. 

They were all given special medical information and files, and were also told what ointment to be used 

on them. 

Jade consort cream. 

this was the first time they had heard the name of the ointment, and they were deeply shocked by the 

effects of the ointment. 

Therefore, before the treatment began, when the staff asked them to cooperate and arrange a video, all 

of them cooperated with a mood of anticipation. 

… 

On the internet, under the influence of Adolf's people, the news of the live broadcast of the HKR 

medicine finally made it to the top three of the hot search list. 

adoxi knew about this. 

In this Eastern country, this meant that most people already knew about it. It was already popular 

enough. 

Chapter 1203 Isn't This A Joke? _2 

The next step was to let everyone see the effect of HKR. 

He had already asked his men to find a few beautiful Chinese people who had burned their faces and 

had their facial tissue damaged. 

Under normal circumstances, it was difficult for these people to make any expressions on their faces. It 

was also difficult for the parts with tissue damage to recover their functions, causing inconvenience in 

their movements. Some of the tissue functions could no longer be used, and they needed to be 

amputated. Otherwise, their flesh would rot, and the problem would be even more serious. 

However, after using their HKR medicine, he could at least recover a lot. He could make some facial 

expressions and recover some tissue function. It would not require amputation. 

This was a huge leap. 
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If they continued their research on the HKR drug, perhaps in another 20 years, they would be able to 

restore the tissue function of people with broken limbs, just like in the movies. 

even if it couldn't be fully recovered, it could at least be used. by then, it would be the greatest product. 

in that case, the people in this country would limit the sales of it even if they wanted to. 

Now that he had made an exchange and given the other party a chance to continue his research, the 

other party had actually rejected it and wanted him to use such a method. How despicable. 

When the people of this country knew the power of HKR, they would be able to borrow the power. If 

the other party wanted to negotiate, he would have to make things difficult for them. 

Just as he was thinking, the blonde woman rushed in. Mr. ADOS, look at this news. This country is also 

going to do a live broadcast of a clinical treatment. It seems like they're targeting us. 

"Impossible. How could they? "They don't even have this kind of research technology," ADOS said 

almost subconsciously. 

"Mr. Adoxi, you'd better watch the video first." The blonde woman quickly passed the video to adosi. 

When he saw the content of the news video, Adolphus's face was filled with shock. "What the hell? Jade 

consort cream? a traditional chinese medicine paste from 1000 years ago? Who didn't know that 

Chinese doctors were all liars? They're actually comparing this to our Jade consort cream?" 

" but it's true, mr. adosy, " the woman with blonde hair and blue eyes said. " the popularity of this news 

is almost catching up to our hype. " 

Adoxi was not an idiot. 

He thought for a moment and roughly knew what was going on. 

The other party's sudden refusal to talk to them should have something to do with this Jade consort 

cream. 

There were only two reasons. One, the other party wanted to use this method to tell them that they 

didn't care about what HKR meant. In fact, they did care and wanted to lower their chips to get better 

conditions. 

secondly, the other party was really confident that this thing was better than their HKR drug. naturally, 

wasn't this a ridiculous thing? 

Chinese medicine formulas from more than 1000 years ago, the world's recognized industry of 

swindlers. Could the products of this industry from more than 1000 years ago be better than the 

products of their current chemical Science? 

That was impossible. 

Therefore, no matter what, the other party would not be able to get away with it. 

" let's see what they're up to, " adolf snorted. " in their words, they're just shooting themselves in the 

foot. " 



on the internet, after the hua hospital had found the experimental subject for the yufei cream, they 

immediately announced it. 

After the higher-ups knew what Adolphus was thinking, they naturally wanted to use this 

straightforward fact to make him take the things back to the United States and stop using such self-

righteous means. 

We really don't have any desire for the HKR drug. 

…… 

It was no wonder that this announcement was so popular. 

In the beginning, everyone's attention was still on the interview content in the announcement. The 

subjects of the interview were those who were burned and seriously injured. 

Especially the fire officer named Liu Zhendong, he received the most attention. 

One of the images was at a train station. 

the letter also noted that liu zhendong was in a car to visit his comrades who had already died. however, 

the burn was so severe that the facial recognition failed. 

in the video, the mean words around him were also played. this was a video provided by the train 

station. 

at this moment, many of the netizens who saw the public announcement video were silent. 

He was a hero. 

However, the hero did not seem to receive the treatment he deserved. 

This kind of insult and abuse was not something a hero should bear. 

I suggest that we open the green passage for these people who have made great contributions. They 

should be given priority to pass through. Don't let them have such a heart-piercing experience. 

my tears came down in an instant. My heart aches. I really want to give those people a slap. 

don't look at those internet celebrities anymore. These are the people we should be looking at. 

" i suddenly wanted to give him a hug. whose son is he? who doted on him while he was growing up? " 

"……" 

the netizens were filled with righteous indignation and wanted to express their dissatisfaction through 

this method. 

However, everyone seemed to know that this was of no help to hero. 

now, they could only hope that there would be some kind of technology that could help this hero 

recover and not suffer such treatment again. 



Just as everyone was thinking about this, the next piece of news in the public announcement made 

everyone's eyes light up and their faces reveal shock. 

The words "Jade consort cream," and the story of the Jade consort and Noble Consort Yang were known 

to everyone in an instant. 

The Jade consort cream was a high topic for noble Consort Yang. 

In addition, the Traditional Chinese Medicine cream from more than 1000 years ago was obviously 

trying to compete with the HKR drug in America, so it was hard not to pay attention to it. 

that's right, everyone could see that this was a battle. 

The Chinese Medical Hospital was going to use Traditional Chinese Medicine products from more than 

1000 years ago to compete with the most advanced modern and world-leading products in America. 

This seemed to have a very special meaning to the people of the entire country. Although Chinese 

medicine had always been discussed and doubted, it was indeed a quintessence of Chinese culture. 

Even if Chinese medicine didn't work, the people still hoped that Chinese medicine and the Jade consort 

cream would win. 

It was a very strange mentality: 

our country, our country's things may be bad or not good. I can say it, I can question it, but when faced 

with the affairs of outsiders, we still hope that our country and our things can win. 

There wasn't any special reason, his heart was just thinking this way. 

Moreover, they trusted the higher-ups, and the higher-ups were confident that they would be able to 

take out this item. 

very quickly, the entire internet was paying attention to this matter. 

It wasn't just the domestic media, even the foreign media and the Western countries began to pay 

attention to this matter. After all, this was a competition that had not happened in a long time. 

however, in the eyes of the western media, this was obviously an incredible thing. 

In fact, many media outlets even used the same thought,"deception from more than 1000 years ago 

versus the most advanced science now?" 

The big question mark at the end explained everything. 

In the eyes of the Western countries, Chinese medicine was a fraud. Chinese medicine had no scientific 

basis. This was the conclusion made by many well-known laboratory experiments. 

Now, that Eastern country's people actually wanted to use this industry to compete with the United 

States 'HKR drug? 

There was already news about the Nobel Prize for the HKR drug. The latest technology behind the HKR 

drug had been shortlisted for a medical award and had won a huge prize. 



So, was he going to compete with HKR with something that had no scientific basis? This was an insult to 

scientific research and to everyone's intelligence. 

The people from various countries who saw this news were also full of endless ridicule. 

haha, I know the people from that country. They've always been arrogant and think that they're the 

most advanced country in the world. 

"They might have some achievements, but to be honest, the number of Nobel Prizes their country has 

won can't be counted on one hand." 

"This should be the biggest joke in the medical research world." 

"……" 

Obviously, prejudice was not something that could be formed overnight. It was deeply rooted. 

In the eyes of the people from these countries, the Jade consort cream had no chance of winning. 

under such attention, adoris had started a live broadcast of the HKR treatment experiment. 

however, the chinese academy of medicine had also announced the beginning of the live broadcast of 

the clinical treatment of yufei cream. 

The meaning was self-evident. 

Severe burn versus severe burn, severe tissue damage versus severe tissue damage. 

And no one knew that this time, they would be greatly shocked. 

Chapter 1204 542-Unbelievable Medicinal Effects! 

On a certain music platform. 

The two livestream rooms became the most popular livestream rooms. 

Even the two live broadcast rooms were pinned to the top. 

As soon as a user of mouyin came online, they could immediately visit these two live rooms. 

the two livestreaming rooms were the one for the treatment of the HKR drug and the one for the clinical 

trial of the jade consort cream in the hua yuan hospital. 

The competition for popularity and traffic on Short Video platforms was very serious. 

After this explosive incident, the music industry knew that this matter would be very popular. 

Therefore, mouyin also responded immediately and put it at the top of the live broadcast room. 

This matter would definitely be the hottest topic in the future. 

Moreover, it wasn't just mouyin. Other Short Video platforms had done the same. 

After all, if there weren't so many people, the others would definitely have gone to other platforms to 

watch the live broadcast. 
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Although they did not know the real cause of this incident, the fact that the Jade consort cream was 

matched with HKR seemed to have become an honorable event that everyone was concerned about. 

The news and stories about the Jade consort cream quickly spread all over the internet. 

Many people had watched that old TV series and knew about the Jade consort cream in it, but no one 

had thought that it would really exist in reality. 

The HKR medicine treatment livestream room quickly attracted everyone's attention. 

Because the doctor from the capital Medical Hospital had invited a borderless doctor from the Red Cross 

Society to verify the authenticity of the burns and tissue damage of the injured. 

If there was really a world-wide, international, and even domestic, international doctor, then it would be 

the doctors from the Red Cross Society who had no borders. 

Even the people in the country had to admit their greatness. In the war-torn era, there were too many 

Doctors Without Borders who helped them. 

Dr. Bethune was one of the most famous representatives. 

Adoxi was also watching the live broadcast. 

he saw that the doctors from the red cross society had already started to examine the condition of the 

injured, and he smiled. 

The reason why he had invited the Red Cross Society's Doctors Without Borders was to prevent people 

from saying that they were faking it. They wanted to use this method to prove that the effects of the 

HKR drug were real. 

He knew a lot about the people in this country, but they were stubborn and didn't know how to admit 

that others were strong. 

Now, to him, it was not only for the sake of the intestinal Guiyuan powder, but also to expose the other 

party's intention to increase the bargaining chips. He also wanted to slap the other party in the face and 

let more people in this country know the effect of HKR. He wanted to use this opportunity to increase 

the bargaining chips for the exchange of the intestinal Guiyuan powder. 

Obviously, he still believed that the other party would definitely negotiate with him. 

What he was afraid of now was that the people from the eastern country had done something to the 

injured. 

Or perhaps the person the other party found was not the real patient at all, and was just a fake with 

makeup. 

After all, this wasn't the first time such a scam had happened. 

There had been such a sensational medical fraud incident in their country. 



" mr. adoxi, look at the livestream from that eastern country. they've also found a doctor without 

borders from the international red cross. " A woman with blonde hair and blue eyes rushed in and 

reported the matter. 

" what? " adolf was stunned. " how could they? " 

Adoxi couldn't believe it. 

because the other party had done so, there was no way they could have done anything. 

These famous Doctors Without Borders were not afraid of death. For the sake of their beliefs and 

dedication to medicine, they would not help others cheat. 

if this eastern country invited someone and wanted to do something in front of them, it would be very 

troublesome. 

Unless the other party detained them in the country, but wouldn't that prove that they were suspicious 

and would be confessing without a fight? 

Confused, adoxi clicked on the live broadcast of the Chinese People's Hospital and was even more 

surprised to find out that they had not only invited one borderless doctor from the Red Cross Society, 

but two. 

Moreover, these two were even more famous than the one they had invited. 

Where did the other party get such courage from? 

Suddenly, Adolphus had a bad feeling. He even had a bad feeling. 

Could it be that the ointment really had the effect of the HKR medicine, and that was why he rejected 

the negotiation to exchange the technique? 

However, he quickly shook his head and threw this premonition out of his head. 

that was impossible. 

It would be a miracle if a 1000-year-old ointment in this country could really be comparable to HKR. 

The netizens naturally saw that the two livestreams had invited Doctors Without Borders from the 

International Red Cross Society. 

after it was popularized, everyone also knew that this could prove that the injured was real and that no 

one had tampered with it. 

Very quickly. 

at the same time, everyone found that both sides had started to treat those who had been burned and 

those whose tissues were severely damaged. 

This also made everyone look forward to it. 

hua hospital. 



Liu Zhendong had already started his medical examination. He was mainly checking the parts of his body 

that were burnt to see if there was any tissue damage or loss of function. 

Very soon, the examination report was out. 

Not only was Liu Zhendong severely burned, but his facial muscles were also damaged and he could not 

make any expressions. There were also many tissue injuries on his body, and almost all of them had 

turned into scabs. 

After the examination, Liu Zhendong was brought to a medical room. There was already a doctor there 

to apply medicine for him. 

Minister Lu was paying attention to this matter. 

He was looking forward to it. 

Yuan Shan and the hospital's data were the same. The recovery effect of Yufei cream on tissue damage 

was far better than the HKR drug in America. 

As for how strong the effect would be, it would still require specific clinical treatment. 

Chapter 1205 542-Unbelievable Medicinal Effect! 

After Liu Zhendong had applied the medicine, he was also instructed by the doctor, " the ointment is 

very effective. It's normal for your body to start to feel numb and itchy. It means that the ointment has 

worked. The nerve endings that damaged your tissues have recovered. You just have to bear with it. 

After that, he was arranged to stay in a special ward. 

The other patients who had been applied with ointment had already arrived at this Ward. 

There was live broadcast equipment in the ward, and the people who watched the live broadcast could 

also see the actual conditions of these patients. 

Soon, a patient whose arm was wrapped in bandages and one of his arms was obviously thicker than the 

other was pushed out. 

The man's arm was severely injured. The tissues were severely damaged, and there was already water 

inside. His arm was going to be amputated. 

He was a soldier, and his arm was injured because of a special mission. 

When he received the news that he had to be amputated, he was in despair. 

He didn't want to become a useless cripple like this. 

Therefore, he was very nervous when he was invited to participate in the clinical treatment in the 

Chinese People's Hospital. 

He didn't know if the cream could cure his hand. 

He really didn't want to amputate. 
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In the capital Medical Hospital in America, everyone could see the patients who were called for 

treatment coming out from the live broadcast. 

These people had also applied potions and wrapped themselves with special bandages. 

Therefore, from this moment on, the competition between the Jade Cream and HKR medicament had 

officially started. 

Time passed. 

Liu Zhendong was a little hesitant after applying the ointment. 

After all, the surface area of his burn was too large and the burn was too serious. Even with the clinical 

treatment at the Hua hospital, he was not sure if he could be cured. 

After all, he had never been treated well for burns of this degree. 

However, at night, his face gradually revealed a look of disbelief, and his body actually felt numb and 

itchy. 

He immediately remembered the doctor's words. If there was numbness, it meant that the damaged 

nerve endings had recovered. 

This was unbelievable. 

It had only been the first night, not even a day, and the Jade consort cream was already effective? 

he didn't dare to believe the truth. 

That shouldn't be possible, right? 

In the ward. 

Many clinical patients also felt it. The numbing itch made them want to scratch it, and it was very 

uncomfortable. 

However, they didn't dare to catch them for fear of problems with the treatment. 

they were all told by the doctor that they would feel numb and itchy after they recovered. 

This seemed to be that feeling. 

in such a short period of time, they didn't dare to be sure, and they didn't dare to believe. 

Therefore, in the ward, the patients who were receiving clinical treatment could only endure the 

numbness and itchiness. 

However, many people understood that sometimes, the numbing itch from the recovery of the wound 

was very unbearable. They just couldn't help but scratch it. 

These people didn't dare to arrest him, so they could only endure it on the bed and twist their bodies. 

To the audience in the live streaming room, this scene was a little abrupt. This kind of twisting body 

clearly showed that something was wrong and it was very uncomfortable. 



"What's happening? what's wrong with them?" 

"Could there be a problem?" 

"they look like they're suffering!" 

"……" 

In the live broadcast, the patients 'conditions didn't seem right, so it was inevitable that it caused a wave 

of speculation. 

On the other side. 

adoxi was paying attention to the progress of the HKR medicine. the medicine had already been used on 

the patients, and now he just had to wait for the medicine to take effect. 

The blonde woman rushed in and reported, " "Mr. ADOS, after the eastern Jade consort cream was 

given to those patients, there seemed to be some problems." 

"Really?" ados 'eyes lit up when he heard this. he immediately stood up and went to the other screen, 

which was playing the live broadcast of the jade consort cream treatment. 

sure enough, he saw at a glance that the patients in the live broadcast room were all twisting their 

bodies, and something was obviously wrong. 

"It's just as I expected." ADOS immediately laughed. they've screwed up. Now we can start preparing for 

the exchange of HKR medicine for intestinal energy restoration powder. After this treatment, they have 

no choice but to exchange. 

Adoxi revealed a smug smile. 

He had never thought that the reason why these people were so abnormal was because the Jade 

consort ointment had taken effect. 

Moreover, he had never thought that such a thing would happen. 

Because in his knowledge, it was impossible for such a thing to happen. 

The healing effects of the Jade consort cream were all +2. They took effect very quickly, but it was 

impossible to fully recover immediately. 

therefore, the next few days would be a torture for liu zhendong and the rest. 

The numbing feeling was getting stronger and stronger. 

Liu Zhendong, on the other hand, was getting more and more excited and excited. 

Due to the serious damage to his facial tissue, his face was always in a stiff state. It was difficult for him 

to pout or make any expressions. 

But now, he realized that his face was not as stiff as before. He could clearly feel that his face had 

relaxed a little. 

it had been a long time since he had relaxed. 



He was very clear about this feeling. 

Under the unbearable itch, his burn was being treated. 

According to the doctor, the damaged tissues on his face were starting to recover. 

A doctor walked into the room and shouted at Liu Zhendong and the others, " everyone, get ready. We 

can change the dressing and do the check-up. 

liu zhendong couldn't wait any longer when he heard the voice. he cooperated with the queue and 

followed them out of the ward. they went into another treatment room. 

a doctor was already waiting inside. 

After letting Liu Zhendong sit down, the doctor started to remove the bandages on his face. However, 

when he was about to start applying the ointment on his face, the doctor was stunned for a moment. 

he looked at liu zhendong's face in shock. it was as if his face was covered in a layer of rotten flesh. it 

was disgusting to look at. it was as if his face had rotted away. 

This scared the doctor. 

this wouldn't happen after the jade consort cream was used, right? 

If that was the case, something big was going to happen. 

The doctor swallowed his saliva and trembled as he took out a cotton cloth that was soaked in alcohol to 

wipe Liu Zhendong's rotten face. 

however, as he wiped his face, the doctor was stunned. 

Then, a look of disbelief appeared on his face. 

there was only a thin layer of decay on the surface, and after wiping it, the skin underneath was 

revealed. 

It was still burn marks, but it was obvious that the burn marks had become much lighter. 

moreover, the facial muscles that were originally damaged did not have the hard and bulging feeling 

from before. instead, there was a kind of softness. 

Not only had the burns recovered, but the tissue damage had also recovered? 

unbelievable. This effect is simply unbelievable. the doctor's face was filled with shock. although the first 

ointment did not completely cure liu zhendong, with such an effect, it would only take two more 

changes of the cream to completely cure liu zhendong. 

It was impossible to recover from such a serious and extensive burn, but this Jade consort cream could 

do it. 

The doctor didn't hesitate. He immediately took out his phone and recorded a video of Liu Zhendong's 

face. He then sent it to a group chat. 



it was a small group for clinical treatment. in it, the patients 'conditions could be communicated and 

announced at the first moment. this way, minister lu and the others could also know the latest situation 

through the group information. 

Liu Zhendong couldn't help but smile. He could guess what was going on from the doctor's reaction and 

his own feelings. 

The Jade consort cream could really treat his injuries. 

In the office. 

When Minister Lu heard the continuous notifications in the group, he immediately looked at the group. 

Then, his face showed excitement. 

He had seen the videos that the doctors had posted in the group. At the end of the videos, every doctor 

was amazed because the effect of the Yufei cream was too strong. 

Every patient who was treated in the clinical field had actually improved. 

It must be known that it was almost impossible for the hospital to treat such tissue damage or severe 

burns, but he had only used the Jade consort cream once. 

Time passed, and another three days passed. Liu Zhendong and the others had started to change the 

Jade consort cream for the third time. 

Three days later, they began to change the Jade consort cream for the fourth time. 

At the same time, at the capital Medical Hospital in America, Adolphus also received the good news 

from the blonde, blue-eyed woman. " mr. adosi, good news. the HLR drug has begun to take effect. the 

parts where the tissue is damaged are starting to work. " 

"haha, that's great!" Upon hearing the news, Adolphus's face lit up with excitement. He immediately 

ordered the blonde woman, " go and get ready. We'll release the news later and tell everyone that in 

less than 10 days, our HKR medicine has already started to help these patients recover. 

Chapter 1206 You've Only Just Taken Effect, But I've Already Cured You! 

Time passed by quickly. 

Hua hospital. 

Liu Zhendong entered the treatment room once again to prepare for the sixth change of the Jade 

consort cream. 

The doctor helped him untie the bandages on his face. Then, he took a cotton swab and began to clean 

Liu Zhendong's face. 

 There wasn't much rotten flesh on Liu Zhendong's face. In fact, there was even less than the residue on 

his face. 

The rotten flesh was because the layer of burnt skin had faded away, and new flesh and skin had 

appeared. 
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the doctor cleaned up the carrion and residue, and his face revealed a shocked expression. 

Because after cleaning up the rotten meat and residue, the burn on Liu Zhendong's face had completely 

recovered. Furthermore, the other party was actually a young and handsome man. 

What a handsome young man. 

the doctor couldn't help but sigh. 

indeed, liu zhendong was not burned. he was a handsome man. 

The burns on his face had completely healed. 

The doctor quickly took out his walkie-talkie and called, " please invite Ms. Vimis over. The patient is 

completely cured. 

vimis was a famous borderless doctor of the international red cross society. 

He was willing to be a witness for a medical experiment, but he was not willing to help cheat. 

Therefore, he needed the other party to bear witness to the progress of the Yufei cream experiment. 

vimis was a woman with white hair and blue eyes. 

She looked at Liu Zhendong as soon as she entered the room. She couldn't help but take a second look 

at his handsome face. 

Good-looking things, whether they were decorations, works of art, or people, would make people take a 

second look. 

However, when she picked up the medical records at the side and saw the picture of Liu Zhendong's 

burn, she looked at him in shock, " "Oh my God, he's the burn patient?" 

Vimis was shocked. 

In just over 20 days, this Eastern country's Jade consort cream had healed a person with such a serious 

burn injury to this extent? 

This Jade consort cream was too shocking. 

Not only could it heal damaged tissues, but it could also remove scars. The other party's severe burn 

scars had actually recovered perfectly. 

There was no such magical ointment in the world. 

The United States 'HKR medicine could not be compared to this ointment. 

"Ms. Vimis, that's him." The doctor beside him answered. 

although vimis had been confirmed, he still rushed to a camera next to him. 

this device was used to monitor the treatment of patients. wherever the patient went, the device would 

follow. 

he was the only one who could look at the footage inside. 



This was also for the sake of notarization and to prevent people from replacing the original. 

When vimis saw the image in the camera, she was even more shocked. 

the person in front of him didn't replace the pillar. he really was the patient with the fever. 

quick, look at the other burnt parts. Vimis shouted in a hurry. 

The doctor nodded his head and immediately went to remove the bandages on Zhendong Liu's body. 

As the doctor cleaned up the carrion and residue on Liu Zhendong's body, the shock on vimis 'face 

became even more intense. 

This was because the burns on Liu Zhendong's body had already completely healed. 

The doctor was even more amazed as he watched. 

both the burn marks and the damaged tissues had miraculously recovered. 

He had only changed the medicine six times. 

He was a doctor from the medical research Department of the Chinese Academy of Sciences, so he knew 

the cost of the ointment. 

According to the cost, it should be more than 3000 Yuan. 

3000 Yuan had such an effect. Furthermore, in less than 20 days, Liu Zhen Dong's severe burn was 

almost fully recovered. 

If the effects of the Jade consort cream were to be known to the outside world, it would probably shock 

everyone. 

The doctor immediately took out a camera and started taking pictures of Liu Zhendong's body. He then 

sent the pictures to the group chat, especially a close-up of Liu Zhendong's face. 

In another treatment room, a doctor was also removing the bandage on a man's arm with a face full of 

surprise. 

The man's name was Du Bin, a special engineering soldier. 

previously, due to a special mission, his arm was seriously injured, and the military hospital issued a 

notice to amputate it. 

however, after his bandaged arm was untied, it could be seen that it had recovered a lot. it was 

completely different from the water that had accumulated on it before. 

The doctor and another international doctor of the Red Cross, Baruth, also looked at Du Bin's arm in 

surprise. 

His arm, which was supposed to be amputated, had recovered so much after taking the Jade consort 

cream. If he had been treated in another hospital, he would have definitely had to amputate it. 

Although the damaged tissues had not fully recovered from this kind of injury, it was still possible for 

surgery. From amputation to surgery, this was a huge leap. 



"Is the Jade consort cream that magical?" "Chinese medicine in this Eastern country seems to have 

become more mysterious," Baruth said with a face full of shock. 

The doctor-in-charge beside him did not waste any time. He also took a picture of Du Bin's situation and 

sent it to the group. 

in an office. 

Minister Lu saw that the group messages kept vibrating, so he immediately picked up his phone. 

He had specially set up this group chat. 

he would be the first to know the latest situation in the group chat for clinical treatment. 

Minister Lu picked up his phone and opened the group chat. He saw that the doctors were posting video 

clips of patients. 

There was even a note under these videos: The patient had basically recovered. 

Minister Lu stood up in surprise when he saw the remark. 

Did this mean that all the patients had been cured by the Jade consort cream? 

But in such a short period of time, wasn't it too unbelievable? 

Minister Lu himself couldn't believe this fact. 

He hurriedly found his assistant and instructed, " hurry up and get the doctors to gather the treatment 

data. Then, you can prepare the news announcement that the clinical trial of our Yufei cream has been 

successful. 

Chapter 1207 You've Only Just Taken Effect, But I've Already Cured You! 

"Alright, Minister Lu!" The assistant nodded and left the office in a hurry. 

The Jade consort cream treatment channel and the HKR treatment channel were still popular after 

nearly 20 days. 

Moreover, as time passed, the popularity of the live broadcast room became more and more popular. 

Everyone knew that the more it went on, the more the winner had to be decided. 

However, the online speculations about the Jade consort cream's chances of winning were not big. 

Because of the Jade consort cream, the patients had problems with their bodies from the start. They 

were all wriggling non-stop. 

there were already posts on the internet saying that there was a problem with the jade consort cream. 

This Chinese medicine ointment was completely useless. 

Some people even pointed out that the Jade consort cream was just something that the higher-ups had 

taken out in a hurry to increase their bargaining chips when they exchanged it for the HKR medicine. 

It was just that he had messed it up now. 
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This was clearly the doing of someone. 

moreover, this was adoxi's trick. 

Since their HKR drug had taken effect, the outcome was already set in stone. Naturally, they had to 

make preparations in advance. 

At this time, the netizens who were watching the live broadcast on the internet quickly noticed the 

changes in the screen of the HKR medicine treatment livestream. 

a doctor walked out with a solemn expression and reported into the microphone, " 

I'm very happy to tell everyone that our HKR medicine has begun to work. We've already started to treat 

tissue damage caused by burns and other serious injuries, hehe. 

The doctor was very excited when he made the report. 

This meant that their HKR medicine had won the first step. 

After all, they were the first to take effect and announce it. 

However, there was no news from this Eastern country. 

The people on the internet were a little unhappy when they saw this. There were many posts on the 

internet about the problems with the Jade consort cream. Now, there was no news about the Jade 

consort cream, but the HKR drug was announced first. 

However, the Jade consort cream was their country's. 

who would be willing to see other people's things flaunting in their own country? 

looking at his own hkr treatment livestream room, the smile on his face grew wider. 

Now that the potion had taken effect, he just had to wait for the treatment to end. 

At that time, the other party would also be embarrassed. 

The woman with blonde hair and blue eyes suddenly came over and reported, " Mr. Adoxi, they're going 

to make an announcement in their livestream room. It seems like they're having some effect too. 

"That should be impossible." Adoxi frowned instantly. 

The other party's ointment couldn't have worked at all, and it was even more impossible for it to be 

effective right after they had. 

Adoxi hurriedly walked to another livestream screen, which was the livestream room for the treatment 

of the Jade consort cream. 

At this moment. 

The audience in the live-stream room was also attracted by a Doctor Who came out with a microphone. 

Seeing this scene, everyone thought that the Jade consort cream was also effective. 

This made many people feel a little better. 



although it was later than HKR, it was still close behind, so it wasn't a big loss. 

the moment the doctor appeared on the screen, he announced, " 

"Thank you, everyone, for following our livestream. I also feel that everyone is paying attention to the 

Jade consort cream. Now, I'm here to tell everyone some good news. 

The clinical trial of our Jade consort cream has been successful. Yes, you didn't hear wrong. In just ten 

days, those patients were completely cured." 

as soon as the news was announced, the entire live broadcast room fell silent for a moment. the 

audience watching the live broadcast was a little surprised. 

Then, the bullet screen exploded with dense comments. 

" f * ck, what a shocking reversal! i thought i lost! " 

666, it was only effective on others. I didn't expect us to have already treated it. 

"so awesome? Please give me a slap to make sure I'm not dreaming!" 

"……" 

everyone was excited. 

Was the Jade consort cream so awesome? 

Our treatment has ended just as the other party's treatment was effective. 

Wasn't this a crushing defeat? 

Our product from 1000 years ago is even more powerful than the most advanced technology in the 

modern world. 

everyone felt their blood boiling with pride. 

Upon hearing the same news, Adolphus almost cried out in shock, " "impossible!" 

Their HKR medicine had only just taken effect. How could the other party be cured in just 10 days? 

Their HKR medicine was clearly the best product for healing damaged tissues, while the other party's 

ointment was clearly useless from more than 1000 years ago. 

the more he thought about it, the crazier he shook his head. 

At this moment, people could be seen walking out of the livestream. After each person walked out, a 

comparison chart appeared behind them. It showed the original appearance of the patients and their 

case descriptions. 

However, when a handsome man walked out, all the audience members were stunned. They all looked 

at this man in disbelief. 

liu zhendong was a little apprehensive. he had already recovered, but it had been a while since he had 

seen people with his original appearance. 



He really couldn't believe that his burns could actually be cured and he could return to his original 

appearance. 

It was like a miracle. 

The audience in the live broadcast room could not believe it. 

As Liu Zhendong had been specially promoted, especially the treatment he had received at the station, 

the audience knew about this heroic firefighter. 

However, when they saw how Liu Zhendong had recovered, everyone was dumbfounded, " 

"Damn, is this handsome guy really Liu yingxiong?" 

"This is fake, right? How did you recover from that kind of burn?" 

" to be able to recover so handsomely from burns, the jade consort cream is heaven-defying! " 

"……" 

Countless noisy bullet comments floated by. 

When adoxi saw this, he exclaimed, " impossible, this is cheating. The person has been replaced. 

Chapter 1208 You've Only Just Taken Effect, But I've Already Healed You! 

are you kidding me? What are you doing? you promised to recover from tissue damage. The tissue 

damage had recovered, and the burn scar was also treated? 

This was an effect that their HKR medicine did not have. 

the key point was, was this even possible? 

It was impossible. 

Even with the world's most advanced medical technology and treatment at all costs, it was still 

impossible to heal such a seriously burned person. 

But at this time, vimis and Barut, the two borderless doctors of the International Red Cross Society, also 

came out. 

Their faces were still filled with shock, surprise, and disbelief. 

They really couldn't describe their feelings at this time. This Chinese medicine ointment from the 

eastern countries more than 1000 years ago was so magical. 

This suddenly made them extremely interested in Chinese medicine. 

They felt that they should bring two Chinese medicine books back to learn. 

Was Chinese medicine, which could make such a magical herbal plaster more than 1000 years ago, really 

a scam industry? 

If the swindler industry could create such a magical medicine, then what were the most advanced 

medical laboratories in the world? 
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vimis was also holding a microphone and said in shock, " coming here this time might be the most 

amazing experience of my life. I really didn't expect that such a herbal plaster had already appeared in 

the world. 

" this ointment is definitely left behind by god, " bataru said in shock. " its healing effects can be called a 

miracle. " 

The two borderless doctors sighed with emotion, and the shock on their faces could not be concealed. 

Then, vimis took out a device and connected it to a screen in the live broadcast room. 

this was the kind of monitoring device used to monitor the patient being treated, to ensure that the 

patient being treated was the same and had not been replaced. 

Now, it was time to prove that this handsome Liu Zhendong was the same Liu Zhendong that had been 

burned to ashes. 

Very quickly. 

The video showed Liu Zhendong's badly burnt face at the start. Then, the doctor started to apply 

medicine on his wound. 

the video started to play at high speed. it could be seen that liu zhendong had been in the video the 

entire time. there were no breaks in the video, so there was no possibility of a player exchange. 

therefore, the person covered in bandages in the video was liu zhendong. 

Soon, it was time for Liu Zhendong to change his medicine. At this time, the video started to play again. 

A doctor came in and started to untie Liu Zhendong's bandages. 

This time, after he wiped off the rotten flesh and the residue, he could clearly see that Liu Zhendong's 

burn had gotten better. 

then, it was played in high speed again, until the second dressing change, the third, and the fourth time. 

Almost every time the medicine was changed, Liu Zhendong's Burns would get better and the burn 

marks would become lighter. 

By the sixth time, everyone was looking at the handsome Liu Zhendong. He had completely recovered. 

In other words, the reason why a person with such a serious burn could become the handsome man he 

was today was because of the Jade consort cream. 

This time, everyone was shocked by the powerful effect of the Jade consort cream. 

No one had ever seen an ointment with such an effect, right? 

The ability to remove scars and turn a severely burnt person back into a handsome man was not 

something that the HKR drug could compare to. 

when the video ended, adoxi, who had been watching the livestream, had an extremely ugly expression. 

" "Damn it, how could this happen?" 



he now seemed to understand that the eastern country had refused to negotiate because they had 

better things to offer. 

adoxi shook his head frantically again. he couldn't believe that this was the truth. the other party clearly 

didn't have such a product before, and they had been negotiating with them. 

therefore, there must be a problem. 

He absolutely did not believe that the Jade consort cream would have such an effect. 

Adoxi racked his brain, trying to use his smart brain to think of the possibility. 

Chapter 1209 This Is A Bit Of A Heart-Killing Move 

While aldoly was thinking of all the possibilities, the internet was already boiling. 

this result also spread through the internet at the fastest speed. 

It wasn't just the domestic media, but the foreign media who paid attention to this matter also couldn't 

believe it. 

The news spread like wildfire. 

A certain scientific media from America: " that's impossible. This is a scientific scam. HKR is the most 

advanced medical technology! 

a certain western media: " i think this is the funniest scene. who would believe such scientific research 

results? " they want to treat everyone in the world as fools." 

another capital country's scientific research media: " as a scientific research media, i think this result is a 

scam because it doesn't match the current state of the medical industry. " 

it was not known whether it was arrogance or the unbelievable effect of the jade consort cream, but for 

a time, when the domestic crowd was celebrating, there were doubts everywhere abroad. 

These doubts were quickly spread on the domestic internet. 

Linlin Manor. 

qin lin also saw the news. 

The effect of the Jade consort cream was beyond his expectations. In just over ten days, it was able to 

completely heal Liu Zhendong, who had suffered from severe burns and tissue damage. 

Therefore, he was looking forward to the grade 3 Yufei ointment and wanted to try it out. 

According to that formula, if it was concocted using modern scientific methods, it should never be 

possible to concoct a quality 3 pill. 

However, it was still possible if he used the medicinal herbs produced by the game. 

Moreover, through some operations in the game, it might be possible to make a quality 4 Yufei cream. 

If the Jade consort cream's quality reached this level, what kind of effect would it have? 
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The black jade regenerating ointment from the television? Or could he directly break his hand and 

recover? 

This was probably already an immortal medicine. 

However, he had no way to verify it now. 

because the seeds he had ordered had not arrived yet. after all, seeds and finished products were 

different. they would only be sent to you city pharmacy when all the seeds were ready. 

"You're really stubborn!" qin lin sighed with emotion when he saw the news that was questioned by the 

foreign media. 

However, this was also constantly being questioned, and it would also affect the International 

credibility. Presumably, the higher-ups would soon have countermeasures. 

qin lin thought about it and continued to read the news. however, after reading two news articles, he 

saw an announcement made by the chinese academy of medicine: first of all, let's celebrate the 

successful clinical trial of the Jade consort cream. In addition, let me tell you a piece of good news. The 

selling price of the Jade consort cream will not exceed 1000 Yuan per cream. 

In addition, to thank the doctors of the International Red Cross Society, vimis and Barut, for their 

supervision, we will gift the two doctors and a batch of Yufei cream to the International Red Cross 

Society. 

as soon as the announcement came out, the likes and comments appeared densely. 

By the time Qin Lin saw the video, the number of likes had already exceeded one million. 

after knowing the effects of the jade consort cream, everyone must be concerned about the price. 

After all, Liu Zhendong's Burns could not be treated and could not be made into a skin transplant. Even if 

it could be made into a skin transplant, the effect would not be as good as the Jade consort cream and 

the price would be extremely high. 

Now that the Jade consort cream had such an effect, it only cost less than 1000 Yuan. The price could 

not be any lower. 

Therefore, it was hard for the netizens not to be excited. 

I thought it would be expensive. I can afford it at this price, haha! 

"When will the product be released? my salary is 2000 yuan, i can afford it too!" 

"According to its value, I feel that I can burn my hand for fun and apply ointment on it before burning it 

again!" 

"……" 

When Qin Lin saw the news announcement, he was not what the netizens thought. 

wasn't the best way to prove it when the international media questioned it like this? Not to mention the 

gifts for the two doctors, the purpose of sending a batch to the International Red Cross was self-evident. 



In addition to these Doctors Without Borders, most of the members of the International Red Cross 

Society were also biased. 

It could be guessed that once this batch of ointment was sent out, it would soon be obtained by people 

from various countries. By then, they would know that the effects were fake. 

Moreover, he had specifically mentioned that the price of one medicine was less than 1000 Yuan. 

Compared to the price of 300000 USD for the HKR medicine, it was better to put it aside. 

wasn't? 1000 yuan product good enough? 

At this time, in order to bring in the Jade consort cream, they might even take the initiative to help 

promote the Jade consort cream. That would be the best proof. 

No one would doubt the Jade consort cream anymore. The whole world would treat the Jade consort 

cream as a divine product. 

At that time, we'll announce that the sale of the Jade consort cream will be restricted due to material 

reasons. 

Everyone would be dumbfounded. 

This was a f * cking murder. 

Qin Lin thought that it was possible. After all, a certain Nanbai Yao had a confidentiality agreement. 

Hua hospital. 

Chief Lu was already making arrangements as he watched the bags of Jade consort cream being packed 

into boxes. 

chief Lu *" someone next to him said, " doctor vimis left in * hurry. We can only make these. 

"That's enough." Chief Lu nodded with a smile. The cream was for the two doctors Without Borders and 

the International Red Cross. 

the ones given to the international red cross society would be taken by the forces of various countries 

very soon. 

When the time came, he would let them help with the publicity for free. 

They didn't even need to respond to such doubts. 

After the paste was packed, Captain Lu went to the office of one of the leaders. 

"Have you made the arrangements?" the leader asked. 

"Yes," chief Lu nodded. 

"then let's follow the plan," the leader said with a smile. 

Chapter 1210 This Is A Bit Of A Heart-Killing Move 

Both of them had confidence on their faces. 
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They weren't even afraid that she would use the Jade consort cream to crack it. 

That was because the Chinese Academy of Medicine had already done a test. Some of the special 

ingredients in it were probably as difficult to crack as the high temperature coagulation plague. 

One could only say that Chinese medicine had been neglected. The ancient people were really amazing. 

soon, vimis and baruth left the country and returned to the headquarters of the international red cross. 

they were going to take back the batch of potions they had given to the headquarters. 

Adoxi was suffering. 

After all, this result was a huge slap to his face, which meant that he had been like a fool before. 

however, the key was that the clinical trial of his HKR drug was not over yet. even if he had to hold on, 

he had to continue with the live stream. 

However, this live broadcast had undoubtedly become a very ridiculous thing. 

She had already finished her treatment and gone home, but they were so embarrassed. 

When adoxi was feeling indignant, he also saw the video of the brothel giving away the Jade consort 

cream. 

He immediately picked up his phone and contacted someone in America. 

as soon as the call went through, he immediately said, " Mr. Hort, I'm really sorry. You should be resting 

at this time. 

you're too kind, Mr. Adosy, " hort said over the phone. you must have something very important to call 

me at such a late hour, right? " 

Mr. Hort, the International Red Cross Society will be sending a batch of Yufei cream soon, " said adoxi 

immediately. that thing should be arriving at your place soon. I hope to get some of it for experimental 

testing. I'll send someone to find you. 

okay, Mr. Adosy, " hort said on the phone. it's a small matter. 

After hanging up the phone, adoxi made another call. He was going to order a medical researcher in 

drifting country to get the Yufei cream for testing. 

After making all the arrangements, Adolphus felt a little nervous and very dejected. 

He really didn't expect things to turn out like this. 

He had thought that he would be able to exchange his medicine for the intestinal energy restoration 

powder with the help of HKR, but who knew that he would be killed in such a way? 

Right now, he just wanted to know the specific effects and test data of the Jade consort cream as soon 

as possible. 

Time passed. 



scientific research laboratories in many countries began to obtain the yufei cream through their 

connections and began to conduct experimental tests. 

At the same time, the research media also began to pay attention to this matter. 

Soon, Adolphus received a call. After hearing the news from the phone, he immediately said, " use the 

fastest speed to detect it. 

On the other side. 

America. 

a man got into a car after he hung up and headed to a research laboratory called darris. 

The man's name was Billy. He was a professor in the research laboratory and had a close relationship 

with Adolphus. 

After entering the laboratory, he took out the Jade consort cream and began to experiment. 

After receiving orders from ADOS, belida had already watched the video of the Jade consort cream's 

experiment. 

To him, the effect was extremely shocking. 

He didn't really believe that such a thing could happen. 

He was a medical professor and had the deepest understanding of medical research at the current 

stage. Even with their most advanced medical technology, they could only develop the HKR drug. 

if the jade consort cream really had such an effect and he could bring people to crack this thing, it would 

definitely be a matter of fame and fortune. 

With that thought in mind, belida was filled with anticipation and immediately began to test the Jade 

consort cream. 

however, as time passed, the more he examined the jade consort cream, the more surprised he was. 

The various statistics of this Jade consort cream were simply too shocking. 

Whether it was the recovery of scars, the factors that restored wounds, or the recovery effects of 

damaged tissues, they were far beyond this era. 

At this point, he already knew that the video of the Yufei cream experiment was real. With such 

terrifying data, it was no wonder that it had such a terrifying effect. 

billy immediately ordered a researcher beside him, " "Hurry up and test it on the wounded, then test the 

factors and ingredients of this Yufei cream." 

After that, he immediately went out and gave adoxi a call. 

On the other side, when ADOS received a call from Billy, he picked it up immediately and asked, " "Is 

there any news, Billy?" 



Mr. Adolphus, this cream is incredible, " Bellida replied. the other party's treatment experiment is real. 

It's not only effective in hospitals, but it's also very useful for the Army. 

"It's actually true." Even though he had already guessed it, his expression was still very ugly when he 

heard the news. 

In other words, he had no chance to exchange HKR medicine for intestinal energy restoration powder. 

On the other side. 

After hanging up the call with ADOS, Billy immediately entered the laboratory. 

He was going to try to break the Jade consort cream. 

during this period, everyone has been working overtime. We have to crack the various ingredients of the 

Jade consort cream. Said Billy to the researchers. 

In the following time, Billy da and his men began to crack the Jade consort cream, examining the 

ingredients of the Jade consort cream one by one. 

However, just as he was about to start deciphering the composition of these elements, he was shocked 

to discover that he had no way of doing so. 

This was because he had never seen these factors before, and he could not understand the complex 

composition of the elements. 

 


